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Title of Bill:    An Act To More Strongly Prevent Against International Human Trafficking 

 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 

 
 

Preamble: Whereas approximately 24.9 million people across the world have been thrown into 

modern slavery; whereas 2.2 million victims of labor slavery are forced to move 

internationally, and 3.5 million victims of sexual slavery were living in a different 

country; whereas human trafficking makes approximately 150 billion dollars in a 

year; whereas the amount of prosecutions for trafficking related crimes are 

remarkably low; whereas human trafficking goes against international human rights 

and needs to closely examined on an international level;  

 

Definition: Let human trafficking be defined as the practice of illegally transporting people 

against their will from one country to another, typically for the purposes of forced 

labour or commercial sexual exploitation.  

 

Section 1: Advocate for a separate group within the United Nations that primarily focuses on 

catching human trafficking faster and easier.  

 

        Subsection A: Funding shall partially be implemented by the Foreign Relations Committee 

to further show the United States’ recognition of the gravity of this issue.  

 

Section 2:  Encourage discussion within this organization  about any agreeable systems that 

increase awareness in regards to any international airline, train, and motor vehicle traveling and 

that there be staff ready to record any suspicious patterns that may arise.  

 

       Subsection A: Topics that may be worth addressing include suspicious forms of 

identification, making staff aware of suspected victims or orchestrators involved in trafficking, 

and providing classes that bring forth common subtle signs of human trafficking.  

 

Section 3:  Encourage an international settlement on the judgement of trafficking and how it 

should be ideally approached when really with this international crime.  

 

       Subsection A: Once agreed upon, there should be a finalized treaty that represents what the 

organization concluded on.  

 



 

 

Section 4: This bill, once passed, should go on to be introduced as a proposal to the United 

Nations 91 days after passage.  
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Becky Hershkowitz       Trevor Day School 
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Title of Bill: Iran Sanctions Act of 2017 

 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 

 

Preamble:  Whereas, since the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) went into effect in 

July, 2015, Iran has repeatedly tested high precision mid range ballistic missiles with an 

estimated range of 1250 miles. Whereas these missiles may be capable of delivering nuclear 

weapons. Whereas these missile tests undermine the  JCPOA agreement, which provides that for 

the duration of the deal, Iran is not permitted to develop a nuclear weapon. Whereas Iran’s 

testing of the missiles destabilize the Middle East region and threaten Israel, Saudi Arabia and 

other allies of the United States. Whereas Iran is the foremost state sponsor of terrorism and 

provides direct financial support to numerous foreign terrorist organizations, including 

Hezbollah, Hamas, Palestinian Islamic Jihad.  Whereas it is in the interest of the United States to 

impose sanctions discouraging financial institutions and entities from engaging in business and 

commerce with Iran, in order to limit Iran’s ability to obtain funds which can be used to promote 

terrorism.  

 

Section 1: The US will withdraw from the JCPOA and re impose all sanctions in place prior to 

the JCPOA.  

 

Section 2: The US will reimpose bans prohibiting United States companies in engaging in 

transactions and other business with Iranian banks, insurance, investments, and all other entities 

such as the petrochemical, oil, gas, and automobile industries.   

 

 Subsection A: Direct the Department of the Treasury, Department of State, and 

Department of Defense to report to Congress within 60 days after the bill goes into effect on 

additional means of effectuating U.S. policy to limit Iran’s ability to fund terrorist organizations 

such as Hezbollah and Hamas, and to further its foreign policy goals, both of which are 

antithetical to the interests of the United States. 

 



Section 3: Urge the President of the United States and the Secretary of State to engage in 

diplomatic efforts with the European allies of the United States to encourage and expand 

multilateral sanctions against Iran. 

 

Section 4: To the extent that there is credible information that an entity has transferred goods or 

technologies or has engaged in prohibited transaction with Iran in violation of the sanctions 

herein, the President shall freeze all assets of the entity that has acted in violation of the sanctions 

imposed by this bill. 

 

Section 5: This bill will require no funding.  

 

Section 6: This bill will go into effect 91 days after passage.  
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Title of Bill: An Act to Mandate National or International Service 

 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 

 
 

Preamble: Whereas the United States of America, as of this past year, has experienced a lack of 

involvement in foreign nations and has developed a somewhat isolationist stance; 

whereas international service aids in strengthening relationships with foreign 

nations; whereas instilling a common experience shared by all American citizens has 

the potential to unify and unite the politically and culturally divided nation; whereas 

and enforcing the service to one’s country encourages patriotism and loyalty to the 

nation; whereas mandatory service will provide useful skills to young citizens; 

whereas mandatory service will encourage citizens to join the Armed Forces and 

therefore strengthen it in the process. 

 

Section 1: Every American citizen that is of 18 years of age upon passage of this bill shall be 

required to serve a minimum of 18 months of national and international service 

before the age of 26.  

 

Subsection A: National service shall be defined as domestic involvement in the United 

States Armed Forces or any form of service affiliated with an American association or 

civil society program that works for the betterment of American society and 

communities. Such associations include Teach For America, AmeriCorps, American Red 

Cross, and other domestic organizations approved by the US government. 

 

Subsection B: International service shall be defined as international involvement in the 

United States Armed Forces or any form of service affiliated with an association that 

works for the betterment of foreign countries and societies. Such associations include 

Peace Corps, Doctors Without Borders, International Red Cross and Red Crescent 

Movement, and other international organizations approved by the US government. 

 

Subsection C: 6 months of international service (within the 18 months of service) will be 

required of every citizen. 

 

 Subsection D: Citizens in service may be compensated through stipends assigned by 

their designated national or international service association. 

 

 



Section 2:  Failure to complete the required 18 months of national or international service will 

result in loss of eligibility for federal benefits, loss of citizenship, and a potential 

fine/jailtime.  

 

Subsection A: Required service time may be deferred or modified for educational 

reasons or mental/physical conditions. 

 I: Further exceptions shall be determined by a board that is to be established to 

foresee such matters. 

   

Section 3: This bill shall go into effect 90 days upon passage. 
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Title: A Bill to Eradicate the Violence and Rampant Crime Caused By the Drug Trade in 

the Northern Triangle 

 

Preamble: An initiative is needed to end the rampant crime and violence within  El 

Salvador, Guatemala, and Honduras. Due to the violence within the 

region, that has stemmed from the increased activity of organized crime, 

many individuals have left the region in search of asylum. 

Approximately 70 percent of all registered asylum seekers from the 

southern border of the U.S. stem from the Northern Triangle. 

 

Section 1: The US will provide foreign aid to the nations within as well as around 

the region, in order to improve border security, prevent the spread of the 

drug trade, assist those who have been negatively impacted by the 

violence, as well as stimulate economic growth. 

  

 Subsclause A: Aid provided to neighboring nations of the Northern 

Triangle shall be utilized specifically by the Border Management 

Agency of Belize as well as Mexico’s National Institute of Migration. 

Increased border security shall limit the spread of drug trafficking 

between nations of Central America 

 

    Subclause B: Aid provided to nations within the Northern Triangle shall 

be utilized by law-enforcement agencies for counter-narcotic and anti-

gang operations.  

 

 Subsclause C: Aid shall be provided to the Alliance for Prosperity, A 

$20 billion plan that seeks to boost economic growth, promote job 

creation and training, improve public safety, and strengthen institutions. 

 



Section 2:  Let Grupos Beta (Beta Groups)  be defined as a service through the 

National Institute of Migration (INM) of Mexico offering water, medical 

aid, and information to immigrants at risk 

 

Section 3: $750 million was allocated by Congress for Central America in 2016. 

Foreign assistance to the region as a whole in 2017 shall cost 

approximately $743.6 million. 

 

Section 4:  The Department of Homeland Security, as well as the U.S. Department 

of State, shall be responsible for monitoring the utilization of funds by 

the previously listed organizations in order to ensure aid is properly 

utilized.  

 

Section 5: The Department of Homeland Security, as well as the U.S. Department 

of State, shall conduct meetings with members of the listed 

organizations in order to ensure aid provided by the United States is 

properly utilized. 

 

 Subclause A: Foreign aid provided by the United States shall only be 

utilized by organizations and agencies within the region to boost 

economic growth, provide humanitarian support for individuals seeking 

asylum, increase border security and carry out counter-narcotic and 

anti-gang operations. 

 

 Subclause B: Content discussed within meetings between members of 

the Department of Homeland Security and/or U.S. Department of State 

shall include possible corruption within local law-enforcement agencies 

as well as border security agencies: such agencies include but are not 

limited to the INM, Grupos Beta, Border Management Agency, etc. 

 

Section 6:  This bill shall go into effect following the end of the 2017 fiscal year due 

to the 2017 fiscal year budget already being approved. 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Institute_of_Migration
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mexico
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Title of Bill: A bill to globally reduce infant and maternal mortality 
 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 

 

Preamble: Whereas nearly half of all newborns and their mothers in developing countries do not receive 

skilled care during pregnancy and immediately following the birth of a child. Whereas proper prenatal 

care can lead to early detection of complications and abnormalities associated with pregnancy. Whereas 

knowledge of these challenges can allow women to seek proper care. Whereas access to suitable health 

care can prevent complications during the pregnancy, facilitate detection, and ensure proper response. 
Whereas approximately 75% of all neonatal deaths occur during the first seven days after birth. Whereas 

children who die in the first month of life suffer from conditions and issues associated with lack of quality 

medical attention at birth or appropriate treatment immediately after birth. Whereas 46% of all deaths for 

children under 5 years of age were attributed to newborn infants in the first 28 days of life in 2016. 

Whereas about 99% of all maternal and child deaths occur in developing regions.   
 
Section 1: A government-wide strategy intended to reduce preventable child and maternal deaths in 

foreign regions where help is needed most shall be put in place. 
 

Subsection A: The program shall target foreign regions with poor health care, impoverished 

communities, or areas affected by conflict. 
 

Subsection B: An administrator of the program shall be selected to oversee the coordination of 

the program, along with its policies and funds. 
 
Section 2: The program shall arrange for prenatal and postnatal care for women and infant children up to 

the age of five. 
 

Subsection A: Care provided under the program shall include regular check-ups, continuing 

education concerning proper nutrition, and appropriate follow up care for both the mother and her 

child. 
 

Subsection B: Education shall include efforts to make young women aware of preventative 

measures to avoid unwanted births. 
 
Section 3: Clinics and hospitals shall be constructed in qualifying countries to attend to the women and 

infants, and provide ongoing information related to women’s health and the well-being of her child. 
  

Subsection A: Countries will qualify for aid if they meet criteria determined by the agency and 

have an infant mortality rate that exceeds the published rate for the preceding year of all births in 

the United States by at least 2%.  
 



Section 4: The program shall also educate potential caregivers on immediate care of the baby and the 

necessary procedures involved in delivery in order to increase the chances of the infant’s survival.  
 
Section 5: Funding for this bill will be determined by the Ways and Means Committee. 
 

Section 6: This bill will take effect 91 days after passage.  
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Title of Bill: An Act to Sanction Citizens of Saudi Arabia for Support of Terrorism 

 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 

 
 

Preamble: Whereas the government of Saudi Arabia promotes intolerance and violence 

extremism through its state ideology of Wahhabism, whereas such views also form 

the ideological base for organizations such as al-Qaeda and ISIL, whereas the Saudi 

government promotes extremist education and indoctrination under the guise of 

Islamic charity throughout the world, whereas information from the Joint Inquiry 

into Intelligence Community Activities Before and After the Terrorist Attacks of 

September 11 declassified on July 15, 2016 highlights financial connections between 

individuals associated with the Saudi government and members of al-Qaeda, and 

attempts by Saudi Arabia to obstruct investigations into terror attacks,  

 

 

Section 1:  The Department of State shall have the power to designate specific members of the 

Saudi government who give financial, logistical, or ideological support to any Foreign Terrorist 

Organization as “individual sponsors of terrorism.” 
 

Subsection A: U.S. citizens, companies, and government agencies shall be banned from 

entering any financial or business transactions with such designated individuals. 

 

Subsection B: These designated individuals shall be banned from entering the United 

States in any capacity. 

 

Section 2: The President and the Department of Commerce shall be re-authorized to control U.S. 

exports for reasons of national security under the Export Administration Act of 1979, and shall 

use this power to sanction Saudi officials as it sees necessary to dissuade support of violent 

extremism. 

 

Section 3: The Department of State shall be required to produce a report within 60 days of this 

bill’s passage to determine whether the government of Saudi Arabia is a state sponsor of 

terrorism. 

 

 Subsection A: Upon finding that Saudi Arabia is a state sponsor of terrorism, the 

President is authorized to institute sanctions, including the following: 

 



1. A total ban on arms-related exports and sales to Saudi Arabia 

 

2. Lifting of diplomatic immunity in order to allow families of terror victims to 

file civil lawsuits against the Saudi government 

 

3. Denial of duty-free treatment for Saudi exports to the United States 

 

 

Section 4:  This bill will go into effect 91 days after passage. 
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Title of Bill: An Act to Provide Aid in Foreign Nuclear Power Crises 

 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 
 

Preamble: Whereas thirty nations outside the United States currently operate nuclear power 
plants. Whereas most of these nations excluding Iran are U.S. allies and share mutually 
beneficial relationships with the U.S.. Whereas nuclear energy is a reliable but potentially 
dangerous method of energy production. Whereas the widespread radiation from reactor 
meltdowns in Chernobyl and Fukushima devastated large areas of land, rendering them 
uninhabitable, and cost Ukraine $235 billion1 and Japan $188 billion2 respectively. Whereas a 
terrorist attack on a nuclear power plant would be an international disaster and potentially kill 
thousands of innocent people3. Whereas several nations possessing nuclear power plants, such as 
France, Pakistan, and Ukraine, have already been subject to acts of terrorism or other conflict, 
posing a heightened risk to their citizenry. Whereas the United States has superior experience in 
and knowledge of nuclear power, has developed more comprehensive plans preparing for nuclear 
meltdowns, and has the resources to implement these plans. This bill intends to aid our allies in 
their potential nuclear crises by sharing information and ensuring the security of their nuclear 
power plants.  
 

Section 1: The Foreign Nuclear Crisis Committee, hereafter referred to as the FNCC shall be 
established as a subdivision of the Bureau of Energy Resources of the Department of State. 
 Subsection 1a: The FNCC shall be under the direction of the Secretary of State and its 
membership shall be comprised of the Under Secretary for Economic Growth, Energy, and the 
Environment of the Department of State, the Assistant Secretary for Nuclear Energy of the 
Department of Energy, the Chairman of the NRC, and any additional members or experts 
deemed necessary or prudent by the current FNCC members. 
 Subsection 1b: The main mission of the FNCC shall be to identify countries using 
nuclear power that fail to meet the standards set by the Nuclear Regulatory Commision (NRC) of 
the U.S. or are potentially susceptible to terrorism. 

Section 1c: Only countries officially recognized by the Department of State as allies of 
the United States shall be considered for identification by the FNCC.  
 

                                                
1
 chernobyl.undp.org/russian/docs/belarus_23_anniversary.pdf 

2
 https://www.reuters.com/article/us-tepco-fukushima-costs-idUSKBN13Y047 

3
 http://www.ucsusa.org/nuclear-power/nuclear-plant-security#.WfyfHmhSw2w 



 

Section 2: The FNCC shall develop comprehensive policy guidelines and recommendations on 
improving the safety and security of foreign nuclear reactors and shall make them available to all 
countries identified as having vulnerable reactors. 
 
Section 3: The FNCC shall update its list of vulnerable reactors and its policy guidelines and 
recommendations annually or whenever new pertinent information is made available. 
 
Section 4: The FNCC shall assemble, at their discretion, a group of trained experts in the field of 
nuclear power, designated as the Foreign Nuclear Crisis Task Force (FNCTF), who shall be 
responsible for offering their services to other countries in the event of a nuclear meltdown or 
terror attack. 
 Subsection 4a: Only countries designated as allies of the United States by the 
Department of State shall be eligible to receive aid from the FNCTF. 
 Subsection 4b: The FNCTF shall advise any foreign nation accepting its offer of aid on 
how to best proceed to contain radiation, minimize loss of life, secure other nuclear reactors, and 
prevent further damage to the nuclear reactor. 
 
Section 5: Under no circumstances shall any member of the FNCC or FNCTF share any 
classified or sensitive material regarding the nuclear programs and plans of the United States 
with any foreign nation. 
 Section 5a: The Secretary of State shall have the final decision in any and all material the 
FNCC or FNCTF choose to share. 
 
Section 6: This bill shall be enforced by the Department of State. 
 
Section 7: Funding for this bill shall be determined by the Senate Appropriations Committee. 
 
Section 8: This bill shall take effect 60 days following passage. 
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Title of Bill: Fuel Efficiency in Automobiles Act 
 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 

 
Preamble: Whereas the increase of carbon dioxide gas is slowly causing global warming; 

whereas the average cost of a regular car is $30,000; whereas most cars that are used 
by the US public are imported from other nations; Whereas the average cost of a 
hybrid automobile is $35,000, which is noticeably more expensive for the average 
consumer; Whereas the average cost for an electric car hovers around  

 

Section 1: Any overseas tariffs on any automobile that was produced and assembled in a 
foreign stare that can runs on 25 miles per gallon shall be decreased by 5%. 

 Subsection A: If the Congressional Budget Office estimates that this will cause a tax 
deficit, then the tariff will be put down to 3%. 

Section 2: Any hybrid automobile (that has both the gas and electric motor) that was produced 
and assembled in a foreign state’s tariff shall be decreased by 7%. 

 Subsection A: If the CBO estimates that this will lead to a tax deficit, then the tariff will 
be reduced to 5%. 

Section 3: Any fully-electric car (that does not have any form of gas that is used to make the 
automobile run) shall have no tariff. 

 Subsection A: If the CBO estimates that this will create tax deficits, then the tariff will 
be decreased to 7%. 

Section 4: Cars that were produced within the United States, regardless of gas efficiency, shall 
have a tax deduction of 5%. 

Section 5: This bill shall go into effect 91 days after passing. 
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Title: An Act to Repair the Economy of the Republic of Haiti. 

 

Preamble:  Whereas the Republic of Haiti has a weak agricultural industry, due to the recent damage 

done by the onslaught of Hurricane Irma, most of Haiti is yet again sitting in water; whereas, in order to 

help rebuild the agricultural industry of Haiti, the USAID will grant 70 millions dollars to the Republic of 

Haiti; whereas heavy rain and strong winds destroyed many rice and plantain fields along coastal areas, 

leaving thousands of Haitian farmers in dire straits; whereas the agricultural ministry said that the food 

crops of more than 18,000 family farms were destroyed during the storm; whereas the economy of Haiti 

largely depends on its income from agricultural yields since it is the main source of income for the 

Republic of Haiti; whereas crops that are grown in the Republic of Haiti include but are not limited to 

cereals for food, animal feeds, corn, sorghum, and rice 

 

Be it hereby enacted by the Yale Model Congress 

 

Section 1: 70 million dollars will be given to the Republic of Haiti by the USAID Foreign Relations 

budget and put into loan. 

 Subsection A:  Of the 70 million dollars, 45 million will be given directly to the Department of 

Agriculture of Haiti to help rebuild farms across the Republic  

 Subsection B:  The remaining 25 million dollars will be used to buy state of the art farming 

equipment to help aid in the maintenance of the farms. 

 Subsection 3: The equipment that will be given to the farmers will be decided by the US 

Department of Agriculture. 

 

Section 2: In addition to the 70 million dollars that the USAID will loan the foreign relations committee 

will also send 3,000 government employees to aid in the rebuilding of the Haitian agricultural industry.  

 Subsection 1: The employees who will travel to Haiti to help aid in the reconstruction of the 

agricultural industry will be selected by the USDA   

Subsection 2:  The selected employees will go through a two weeks training program to 

familiarize themselves with the skills necessary for the job.  

 

Section 3: To ensure that the money is used properly and not for the personal gain of the Republic of 

Haiti, a ambassador to the foreign relations committee will be sent to Haiti to oversee the project, and if 

the ambassador deems necessary the United States may withdraw the money.  

 

Section 4: The funding for this bill will come from the Ways and Means Committee. 

Section 5: This bill will take effect 91 days after its passage. 
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Title of Bill: A Bill to Ensure Maternal Health for Women 

 
BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 

 
Preamble: Whereas women around the globe are victims of sexual abuse and become pregnant; 

whereas they lack prenatal care and therefore are more likely to encounter complica-

tions; whereas women are primarily responsible for bringing new life to this earth; 

whereas medical help is helpful to ensure life and the quality of life for the infant; 

this Act will provide appropriate funding to Peace Corps to provide maternal health 

care for information and services that will be able to empower the mother as an in-

formed decision maker. 

 

Section 1: A certain annual amount of the Peace Corps funding will go towards this issue in 

order to provide volunteer doctors with necessary devices, equipment and sources to 

give thorough and reliable help to pregnant women in countries with limited access 

to prenatal care. 

 
 Subsection A: The greatest countries of focus for the limited access will be India and 
Africa, given that first day death rates are exponentially higher in these countries than any other. 
  
Section 2:   Senate Committee on Foreign Relations and House Committee on Foreign Affairs  
        will be in charge of general oversight and enforcement of this law. While Peace  
        Corps will collect volunteers, the Committees will choose specific locations and  
        provide medical supplies. 
 

Section 3:  The Peace Corps generally receives one percent of the foreign operations budget,  
        more than $400 million annually. Five percent of this total, just over $20 million, 
will         be set aside for this particular issue annually. This should not conflict the Peace     
        Corps’ desires considering their particular focus of health. 
 
 

Section 4:  This bill shall go into effect on January 1, 2018. 
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Title of Bill: An Act to Temporarily Halt All Immigration 

 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 

 
 

Preamble: Whereas terror attacks in Europe committed by Muslims with connections to our 

Middle Eastern adversaries have skyrocketed, whereas the mental health and 

parenting issue in America has become more prevalent as school shootings and 

killing sprees committed by the mentally unstable have increased in recent history, 

whereas inviting any foreign persons into our country poses as a threat due to our 

lack of a reliable screening process, whereas we have seen the destruction and 

deterioration of culture and native peoples in Europe when mass immigration has 

taken place, whereas the values of immigrants from foreign countries contradict 

American values and are incompatible with American culture in many cases. 

 

Definitions: Let immigration be defined as the acceptance of foreign peoples from any country, 

legally or illegally, even after going through our current naturalization process. Let 

Muslim be defined as anyone who claims to use Islam and its holy book, the Quran, 

as their motive. 

 

Section 1: Immigration will resume after the House agrees on a new and improved immigration 

bill that protects American lives and values above all else. 

 

Section 2: The current presidential administration needs to focus on passing laws that help to 

improve the mental health issue of citizens in this country before we focus on helping people 

from other countries. The needs of American citizens should come before the needs of citizens 

from other countries, and halting immigration would enable the current administration to focus 

more time and resources toward mentally unstable citizens who pose as a threat, especially in 

terms of mass shootings. “Gun violence” as it is called by some, is a facade used to ignore the 

real underlying issue of the mental health problem in our country, which has been largely 

ignored by our government. 

 

Section 3: Terror attacks in Europe have increased by a substantial amount over the past 10 

years due to the increased leniency toward immigrants from the Middle East and the loosening of 

immigration laws. The most prominent examples of such attacks are attacks that took place in: 

Nice, France; Paris, France; London, England; Wurzburg, Germany (subway hatchet attack); 

Ansbach, Germany; Berlin, Germany; Barcelona, Spain. 

 



 Subsection A: All locations listed above have experienced the most prevalent attacks 

          

                                      and received the most media coverage.  

 

Section 4: European culture and the European way of life has been desecrated by immigrants 

from the same countries that would like to send people to our country. There are locations in 

Germany where native Germans are not allowed to go because Muslim immigrants have taken 

control of entire neighborhoods, and uses violence to deter German citizens from entering these 

so-called “no-go zones”. We can not risk to repeat the same mistake of opening our borders, and 

let our country fall to the same fate of countries like France, Sweden, and Germany. 

 

Section 5: Due to the rising threat of terrorism by means of dangerous persons entering our 

country through the immigration process, it is crucial that we figure out how to properly screen 

immigrants. At this point in time it is dangerous to accept immigrants from any country around 

the world, as we can not trust the validity and thoroughness of every single county’s immigration 

process. It is easy to say that simply banning immigration from the Middle Eastern region will 

solve our issues, but citizens of Middle Eastern countries can very easily immigrate to countries 

in which we view as allies, and use that country as a stepping stool to get to the United States. It 

is impossible to check the integrity of every single country’s immigration progress, especially 

countries in which we have had no previous issues with. 

 

Section 6: This bill will go into effect 90 days after its passage 
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Title of Bill: An Act to Increase U.S. Aid to Israel 
 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 

 
 

Preamble: Whereas the United States is a staunch supporter and longstanding ally of Israel; 

Whereas Israel receives approximately three billion dollars annually from the U.S. in 

foreign aid (If America Knew); Whereas one-fifth of America’s foreign aid budget is 

allotted to Israel; Whereas Israel is one of the only prominent democratic nations in 

the Middle East; Whereas Israel is a powerful military ally for the United States and 

other Western countries, particularly in the event of global nuclear warfare or crisis; 

Whereas nearly ninety percent of U.S. aid to Israel is military aid, seventy-five 

percent of which is spent within the United States (FrontPage Mag); Whereas since 

the establishment of limited Palestinian self-rule in the mid-1990’s, the United States 

has given over five billion dollars to the Palestinian Authority in aid (Gatestone 

Institute); Whereas Israeli counter-terrorism efforts, initiatives, and innovations have 

paved the way for improved counter-terrorism efforts within America (The Saban 

Center for Middle East Policy); Whereas Israel votes in favor of the United States 

ninety-four percent of the time in the United Nations (Gatestone Institute); Whereas 

U.S. aid towards Israel prevents a shift in the security balance in the region and 

overall protects U.S. interests (ForeignAssistance); Whereas the United States’ 
enemies are Israel’s enemies.   

 

Section 1: Let the respective U.S. government agency increase U.S. foreign aid to Israel from 

three billion dollars annually to seven billion dollars. 

       Subsection A: Tax cuts will be implemented as deemed necessary by respective government 

bodies and officials. 

 

Section 2: Let U.S. foreign aid to the Palestinian Authority be cut by 50% and the remaining 

funds be put towards Israeli aid.  

       Subsection A: 15% of the increase in U.S. aid to Israel will be allocated towards 

Palestinians, pertaining to the respective needs of various areas and communities.  



           i. A large (undeclared) percentage of foreign aid given to Palestine funds terror, so the 

specific allotment of Israeli funds to Palestine will help ensure that money is being spent in ways 

that reflect the best interest of and meet the needs of the Palestinian population.  

 

Section 3: Only 15% of U.S. aid given to Israel will be required to be spent within America.  

 

Section 4: This bill will going into effect within 90 days of passage.  
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